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Versatile power. Reliable performance. Raw, naked soul.
These are the bikes that keep good honest fun in
day-to-day motorcycling. Our 2008 line-up caters to
an even wider variety of rider sizes, abilities, preferences
and lifestyles. Whatever your style, enjoy choosing yours.
Ride it. Cherish it.
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CB1300N ABS

SHEER SENSATION
Effortlessly intimidating. Disturbingly addictive. Gloriously basic.
Enormous fun meets brawny good looks in the mighty CB1300, its monstrous fuel-injected
1,284 cm³ engine capably harnessed in a double-cradle steel tube frame and enhanced
by gleaming bare aluminium and chrome surroundings.

The CB1300’s instant promise of tyre-shredding
acceleration is quickly followed up by a smooth,
effortless build of power, tuned to deliver its most
scintillating thrills in a torquey, full-bodied midrange.
Crisp handling, amazingly comfortable seating,
impeccable braking performance and full EURO-3
compliance make the CB1300’s pleasures accessible
for everyday riding. If you want stunning visual impact,
street-stomping performance and, most importantly,
the honest joy of plain, unadorned motorcycling,
this is the one for you.

PGM FI

06

HECS3

ABS

HISS

Instruments - The large twin binnaclestyle instrument panel features fully
electronic speedometer and tachometer
dials, an LCD fuel gauge, a digital clock
and a multi-function riding computer.

Exhaust system - A newly restyled
stainless steel 4-into-2-into-1 canister
exhaust with built-in catalysers
minimises emissions and ensures
full EURO-3 compliance.

Rear suspension - The massive
40 × 90 mm box-section aluminium
swingarm and dual remote reservoir
rear dampers ensure a smooth ride.

Brake system - Fine-tuned brakes
feature braided steel lines in critical
areas, and Honda’s Antilock Brake
System for extra braking confidence.

EURO-3
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CB1300S ABS

NO LIMITATIONS
Pulse-racing performance. Refreshing simplicity. Pure exhilaration.
Centred around a stunning DOHC fuel-injected inline-4 powerhouse, the CB1300S responds
to the throttle with an intimidating blast of performance, followed up by rip-roaring acceleration
and smooth, addictive power delivery.

The sleek, aerodynamic fairing of the CB1300S screams
of speed and comfortably slices through the wind, leaving
no doubt as to the bike’s intentions.
Just looking at its flawless bodywork, imposingly stark,
black engine, bare aluminium, shining chrome details and
high-tech, blue backlit instrument panel is enough to
make your heart race. But its easy seating position, light,
effortless handling, superb ABS-equipped brake operation
and incredible enjoyment factor mean it’s unlikely you
will stay just looking for very long.

Suspension - A compliant 43 mm
front fork, massive box-section
swingarm and twin-shock rear
dampers with integrated gas-charged
remote reservoirs all combine for
a plush, confident ride.
Light handling - A shorter wheelbase
and lower seat height than usual on
such a big machine results in the
light, responsive handling of
a smaller sportbike.

PGM FI

08

HECS3

ABS

HISS

ABS - 4-piston callipers and Honda’s
most advanced Antilock Brake System
are tuned for maximum control, smooth
operation and superior confidence.
Engine - A fuel-injected, liquid-cooled
DOHC inline-4 powerplant, tuned for
strong midrange performance and
breathtaking thrusts of acceleration.

EURO-3
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CB1000R / ABS
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CB1000R / ABS

Turning heads. Tugging heartstrings. Irresistible engineering.
From the outside it looks as if this sophisticated urban predator is all about styling. A crouching,
mass-forward form; futuristically high-tech details; that Z-shaped lightning-flash of a lower
side cowl - and then there’s its slim, smooth and always-enticing seat…

Beneath its distinctive side covers, the CB1000R’s engine
pulsates with the breathtaking power of its RR heritage.
Its output is linear and smooth, with effortless gear
change action adding to the sensation of cool,
accomplished control. The suspension, wheels and
brakes also come from the Super Sports class, giving
light nimble handling and quick, easy control. Fully
adjustable suspension makes for a tailor-made ride,
and a Combined-ABS version is also available, for
optimised braking control in all riding situations.
Aggressive, edgy, cool and composed - this is the refined
essence of motorcycling.

Swingarm - The rigid, lightweight
single-sided cast aluminium Pro-Arm
swingarm is supported by adjustable
Monoshock rear suspension.

Tail-light - The sleek and compact
upswept tail integrates a stylish,
visually striking LED tail-light under
the cowl.

Headlight - A distinctive new triangular
multi-reflector headlight design with
eye-catching LED position lamp
integrated into the compact bikini cowl.

Rear suspension - Monoshock rear
suspension with a HMAS damper
offers adjustability for personal riding
experience every time.

PGM FI

Images show ABS version.
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HECS3

HMAS

C-ABS *

HISS

EURO-3

* ABS version.
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CBF1000 / ABS

REAL-WORLD CHAMPION
Accessible thrills. Usable power. Maximum fun.
Powered by a Fireblade-based engine with a legacy of dramatic victories under its belt, the highly
accomplished CBF1000 combines power-packed performance with refreshing ease of operation
and confidence-inspiring responsiveness.

Generous thrusts of acceleration from the CBF1000’s
race-proven inline-4 powerplant are accompanied by
silky-smooth suspension and a seeming genius for
delivering the power just where you need it.
Its adjustable seat, handlebars and fairing mean
custom-fit comfort, while a generous 19-litre fuel tank
and impressive fuel economy are sure to tempt you out
on longer rides. The CBF1000’s seemingly endless
versatility has already made it a firm favourite among
sports riders and daily bikers alike. Now it’s your turn!

n
a

Instrument panel - Attractively
integrated, fully electronic instrument
panel provides a highly accurate
indication of performance parameters.

Enhanced touring capability A touring version comes with the extra
stopping assurance of ABS braking,
plus a set of detachable panniers.

Adjustable fit - A three-position
adjustable seat and wide-coverage
half-fairing with adjustable windscreen
facilitate long hours of comfortable
riding, whatever your size.

PGM FI

HECS3

* ABS version.
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HMAS

C-ABS *

HISS

EURO-3

Images show ABS version.
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CBF600N / CBF600S
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CBF600N

ALL-ROUND SUPERSTAR
Impeccable style. Unrivalled versatility. Pure enjoyment.
A tried and trusted companion for all kinds of riders and all kinds of riding, the new 2008 CBF600
heads the mid-displacement Naked class with lighter weight, stronger performance,
lower emissions and crisp, sporty handling.

Every curve of the CBF600N’s newly-sculpted bodywork
is a celebration of the basic, undiluted pleasure that is
classic Naked motorcycling.
Its all-new, compact, fuel-injected inline-4 engine is
housed in a new lightweight cast aluminium frame that
feels nimble and easy to handle both in urban traffic and
at higher speeds. Its seat and suspension systems are
adjustable, power delivery is seamless and braking is
superbly smooth. It just feels right!

Instruments - An attractive, simply
designed instrument panel features
HISS and FI indicators on the left and
a fuel gauge on the right.
Rear suspension - 7-step adjustable
preload system that can handle a whole
range of riding situations.

PGM FI

HECS3

HISS

Front suspension - The CBFs’
smoothly compliant 41 mm cartridgetype front forks with easily adjustable
preload combine smooth, confident
control with top performance.
Fuel tank - Larger 20-litre fuel tank
capacity for longer days in the saddle
between fill-ups.

EURO-3

Images show ABS version which
is not available in UK.
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CBF600S ABS

TRUSTED PARTNER
Any road. Any weather. Any rider.
The half-faired CBF600S sets a new standard for the mid-displacement class in comfort,
performance and ease of handling. A beautifully integrated, frame-mounted cowl adds its own
elegant and aerodynamic aspect to the bike’s styling. It also provides additional comfort and wind
protection at higher speeds.

The unique 3-position adjustable seat has a new,
smoother and narrower shape that increases comfort,
especially for shorter riders. Its new lighter, more
compact fuel-injected engine’s wide powerband and
generous fuel range guarantee pure, relaxing enjoyment,
plus plenty of thrills to keep you entertained. A new
gravity die-cast aluminium Mono-Backbone frame
achieves lighter weight and sharper handling. Overall the
CBF600S is an easily tailored machine to match your
individual style, transforming every ride into instant,
instinctive fun.

Adjustable screen - Two-position
adjustable windscreen provides
enhanced wind protection,
control and overall comfort.
Seat - The new seat shape and
material are designed to increase
comfort and reduce long-term riding
fatigue, particularly for smaller riders.

Brakes - Honda’s most advanced ABS
provides confidence-inspiring stopping
control in all riding conditions.
Seat rail - Stronger seat rail
construction accommodates
mounting of panniers and top box.

PGM FI

20

HECS3

C-ABS

HISS

EURO-3
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CB600F Hornet / ABS
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CB600F Hornet / ABS

Intense looks. Aggressive performance. Streetfighter cool.
The Hornet’s lean, mean profile is a real crowd-pleaser. It’s a popular choice among riders
stepping up to their first big bike. More experienced riders are equally attracted to its quick
handling and easy willingness to be pushed to its limits.

Scorching action and unmatchable finesse when
you feel like attracting some attention; confidence
when you need it – it seems the Hornet can do no wrong.
Its compact, fuel-injected 599 cm³ engine’s high-revving
power is balanced with plenty of accessible mid-range
punch. The mass-centralised form feels dynamic,
nimble and light. Time to put some soul in your riding!

Headlight - Eye-catching dual-bulb
headlight provides brilliant illumination
while accentuating the Hornet’s bold
look of pure riding performance.
Rear profile - Ultra-slim seat and tail
cowl design minimise inertial weight,
contributing to mass centralisation.

PGM FI

HECS3

* ABS version.

24

HMAS

C-ABS *

HISS

Brake system - Dual-piston calliper
front brakes and a compact singlepiston calliper rear brake combine
for smooth, easy braking control.
(A Combined-ABS version provides
extra braking reassurance).

EURO-3

Images show ABS version.
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Honda Genuine Accessories

TAILOR YOUR DREAMS
To enhance even further your Naked machine’s appeal there is a range of Honda Genuine
Accessories available to ensure your Naked motorcycle suits your style and every need.

At Honda we design and build a comprehensive range
of accessories to precise factory specifications ensuring
a precision fit, superior function and integrated design.
Each accessory has been researched and stringently
tested to the highest standards.
For information on the full range of Honda Genuine
Accessories contact your local Honda dealership
or alternatively visit www.honda-access.com
Navigation system - Honda satellite navigation system with model-specific
installation bracket and wiring; Honda unique controller switch and details
of Honda European dealer network included in Points of Interest (POIs).
Bluetooth® connection, 2 GB internal memory containing EU map data,
MP3 player and picture viewer. Compact anti-glare 3.5 inch colour touch
screen display.

ACCESSORIES FEATURED
+
1 Top box 35L
2 Top box carrier
3 Rear carrier
3 35 & 45L top box bracket (floating system)
4 Top box pad
+
5 29L pannier colour panel set
6 29L pannier kit
7 Mainstand
8 Fly screen
9 Meter ring set*
+ Comes in same colour as your bike’s bodywork
* Accessory is not visible on the main image

Chrome meter rings - These
gleaming, custom-made rings are
designed to draw attention to the
instrument panel’s attractive dials.
Top box inner bag - Protect the
items in your panniers with this tough,
custom-made light grey nylon bag
with black zippers, adjustable shoulder
belt and strong carrying handle.
Expandable from 21 to 33 litres.
Front pocket can contain an A4-size
file. Fits in all 45-litre top boxes.

Averto security kit - This motion
and vibration-sensitive system warns
off potential thieves and vandals with
a piercing 118db siren. Compact unit
with back-up battery. Low-consumption
sleep mode to protect the battery
from draining.
Seat cowl - Installed in place of pillion
seat. gives a more focused look of
sharp, aggressive performance. Easy
access to carrying space underneath.

The featured model illustrates a selection from the wide range
of accessories available across all Naked models.
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The Power of Dreams

WHY? WHY NOT?
Making the impossible possible.
At Honda we’re quite used to challenging convention. To question the norm.
When others say impossible, we say possible. We never say can’t, just can.
Our power of dreams allows us to make the impossible possible.
To bring dreams to reality. Something we do every day.

We continue to reach new heights in many ways.
ASIMO, the world’s most advanced humanoid robot
acts just like a human. Engineered with intelligence
capabilities, ASIMO imitates the movements of the body
precisely with incredible balance and manoeuvrability,
and even with voice and facial recognition.
EVO-6 concept model, a revolutionary, fun, automatic
sports cruiser with a minimalist chassis. Powered by Honda’s
iconic liquid-cooled, 1,832 cm³ OHC Flat-6 engine.
A concept motorcycle like no other.

European Road Safety Charter Honda has become a founding
signatory of the European Road Safety
Charter. As leader in the European
motorcycle market, Honda is committed
to enhancing the joy of two-wheels and
leading the way in road safety.
Rider training - The Honda Riding
Trainer enhances rider safety by giving
them the opportunity to experience
everyday hazards and riding conditions
in a safe environment.

28

Honda airbag - A major step in
Honda’s quest to revolutionise
motorcycle safety, the world’s first
mass-production airbag system
is now on the Honda Gold Wing.
Confident braking - The development
of Honda’s unique Combined Brake
System along with ABS has redefined
braking safety on motorcycles.

29
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Naked '08 Specifications

Engine
Displacement
Bore × Stroke
Compression Ratio
Max. Power Output
Max. Torque
Carburation
Ignition System

CB1300N ABS / CB1300S ABS

CB1000R / ABS

CBF1000 / ABS

CBF600N

CBF600S ABS

CB600F Hornet / ABS

Glossary

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4
1,284 cm³
78 × 67.2 mm
9.6 : 1
TBA
TBA
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Computer-controlled digital transistorised with
electronic advance
Electric
5-speed
#530 sintered link chain
2,220 × 790 × 1,120 mm
1,510 mm
790 mm
135 mm
21 litres
(including 4.5-litre warning light reserve)
43 mm cartridge-type telescopic fork with
adjustable compression and rebound damping,
120 mm axle travel
Dual conventional dampers with 5-step adjustable spring
preload, 116 mm axle travel

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4
998 cm³
75 × 56.5 mm
11 : 1
72 kW / 8,000 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
93 Nm / 6,500 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Computer-controlled digital transistorised with
electronic advance
Electric
6-speed
#530 O-ring sealed chain
2,156 × 781 × 1,138mm
1,480 mm
795 mm (+/-15 mm)
130 mm
19 litres
(including 4-litre reserve)
41 mm cartridge-type telescopic fork,
120 mm axle travel

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4
599.3 cm³
67 × 42.5 mm
11.6 : 1
57 kW / 10,500 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
59 Nm / 8,250 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Computer-controlled digital transistorised with
electronic advance
Electric
6-speed
O-ring sealed chain
2,160 × 765 × 1,110 mm
1,490 mm
785 mm (+/-15 mm)
130 mm
20 litres
(including 4-litre warning light reserve)
41 mm telescopic fork, 120 mm axle travel

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4
599.3 cm³
67 × 42.5 mm
11.6 : 1
57 kW / 10,500 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
59 Nm / 8,250 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Computer-controlled digital transistorised with
electronic advance
Electric
6-speed
O-ring sealed chain
2,160 × 765 × 1,110 mm
1,490 mm
785 mm (+/-15 mm)
130 mm
20 litres
(including 4-litre warning light reserve)
41 mm telescopic fork, 120 mm axle travel

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4
599 cm³
67 × 42.5 mm
12 : 1
75 kW / 12,000 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
63.5 Nm / 10,500 min-¹ (95/1/EC)
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Computer-controlled digital transistorised with
electronic advance
Electric
6-speed
#525 O-ring sealed chain
2,090 × 740 × 1,095 mm
1,435 mm
800 mm
135 mm
19 litres
(including 4-litre LCD-indicated reserve)
41 mm inverted telescopic fork, 120 mm axle travel

Programmed Fuel Injection: Map-type
computerised system maintains strong
power and responsive performance
in all conditions.

Monoshock with gas-charged HMAS damper,
120 mm axle travel

Monoshock damper with 7-step adjustable preload,
125 mm axle travel

Monoshock damper with 7-step adjustable preload,
125 mm axle travel

Monoshock damper with 7-step adjustable
preload, 128 mm axle travel

Hollow-section 6-spoke cast aluminium
Hollow-section 6-spoke cast aluminium
120/70 - ZR17M/C (58W)
160/60 - ZR17M/C (69W)
296 × 4.5 mm dual hydraulic disc with 4-piston
(*Combined 3-piston) callipers, floating rotors (*ABS)
and sintered metal pads
240 × 6 mm hydraulic disc with single-piston
(*3-piston) calliper (*ABS) and sintered metal pads

U-section 6-spoke cast aluminium
U-section 6-spoke cast aluminium
120/70 - ZR17M/C (58W)
160/60 - ZR17M/C (69W)
296 × 4.5 mm dual hydraulic disc with dual-piston
callipers, and sintered metal pads
240 × 5 mm dual hydraulic disc single-piston calliper,
and sintered metal pads

U-section 6-spoke cast aluminium
U-section 6-spoke cast aluminium
120/70 - ZR17M/C (58W)
160/60 - ZR17M/C (69W)
296 × 4.5 mm dual hydraulic disc with dual-piston
Combined 3-piston callipers, ABS and sintered
metal pads
240 × 5 mm dual hydraulic disc Combined single-piston
calliper, ABS and sintered metal pads

Hollow-section 5-spoke cast aluminium
Hollow-section 5-spoke cast aluminium
120/70 - ZR17M/C (58W)
180/55 - ZR17M/C (73W)
296 × 4.5 mm dual hydraulic disc with dual-piston
(*Combined 3-piston) callipers, floating rotors (*ABS)
and sintered metal pads
240 × 5mm hydraulic disc with single-piston
calliper (*ABS) and sintered metal pads
Mono-backbone; rectangular-section gravity
die-cast aluminium
25°
99 mm
198 kg (F: 98.2 kg; R: 99.8 kg),
*203 kg (F: 100.7 kg; R: 102.3 kg)

Front
Rear
Front
Rear
Front

U-section 5-spoke cast aluminium
U-section 5-spoke cast aluminium
120/70 - ZR17M/C (58W)
180/55 - ZR17M/C (73W)
310 × 4.5 mm dual disc with 4-piston callipers ABS
and sintered metal pads

Rear

256 × 6 mm single-piston calliper disc with ABS
and sintered metal pads

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4
998 cm³
75 × 56.5 mm
11.2 : 1
TBA
TBA
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Computer-controlled digital transistorised with
electronic advance
Electric
6-speed
#530 O-ring sealed chain
2,090 × 775 × 1,090 mm
1,445 mm
828 mm
130 mm
17 litres
(including 4-litre LCD-indicated reserve)
43 mm inverted HMAS cartridge-type telescopic fork
featuring 10-step preload and stepless
rebound adjustment, 120 mm cushion stroke
Monoshock with gas-charged HMAS damper featuring
10-step preload and stepless rebound damping
adjustment, 128 mm axle travel
Closed-section 4-spoke cast aluminium
Closed-section 4-spoke cast aluminium
120/70 - ZR17M/C (58W)
180/55 - ZR17M/C (73W)
310 × 4.5 mm dual hydraulic disc with 4-piston
(*Combined 3-piston) callipers, floating rotors (*ABS)
and sintered metal pads
256 × 5 mm hydraulic disc with dual-piston calliper
(*ABS) and sintered metal pads

Frame

Double-cradle; steel tube

Mono-backbone; cast aluminium

Mono-backbone; rectangular-section steel tube

Mono-backbone; gravity die-cast aluminium

Mono-backbone; gravity die-cast aluminium

Caster Angle
Trail
Kerb Weight

25°
99 mm
TBA

25°
99 mm
TBA

26°
110 mm
242 kg (F: 118 kg; R: 124 kg), *250 kg (F: 120 kg; R: 130 kg)

26°
110 mm
213 kg (F: 103 kg; R: 110 kg)

26°
110 mm
222 kg (F: 109 kg; R: 113 kg)

* ABS version

* ABS version

Starter
Transmission
Final Drive
Dimensions
(L×W×H)
Wheelbase
Seat Height
Ground Clearance
Fuel Tank Capacity
Suspension

Front
Rear

Wheels
Tyres
Brakes

PGM FI

HECS3

HMAS

Honda Evolutional Catalysing System:
Oxygen-sensing system maintains an
optimal air/fuel mixture for the most
effective catalytic reduction of exhaust
emissions.
Honda Multi-Action System: Cartridgetype front fork and rear damper design
ensures a confident balance of compliant
damping and precise handling.
Antilock Brake System: Smoothly
counteracts tyre slip when braking over
variable road conditions.

ABS

C-ABS

HISS

Combined Antilock Brake System:
Optimises the balance of front and rear
braking control while counteracting tyre slip
when braking over variable road conditions.
Honda Ignition Security System:
Only allows the bike to be started by
its original encoded keys to effectively
protect against theft.
EURO-3: Complies with EURO-3
emissions regulations.

EURO-3

* ABS version
CB1300N

Pearl Sunbeam White (with Candy Arcadian Red)

Dragon Green Metallic

Pearl Amber Yellow

Pearl Siena Red

Dolphin Grey Metallic

Pearl Amber Yellow

Sword Silver Metallic

Pearl Nightstar Black

Pearl Nightstar Black

Pearl Siena Red

Quasar Silver Metallic

Pearl Nightstar Black

Pearl Siena Red

Quasar Silver Metallic

Pearl Nightstar Black

Pearl Nightstar Black

CB1300S

Pearl Sunbeam White (with Candy Arcadian Red)

Darkness Black Metallic (with Pearl Cosmic Black)

Pearl Cool White

Quasar Silver Metallic

Quasar Silver Metallic

Pearl Cool White

Ride Safely
Read the owner’s manual thoroughly. Always
wear a helmet and protective clothing. Get to
know your machine and its capabilities. Observe
other road users’ movements. Obey the laws
of the road and respect the environment.
Please Note
Photographic images of certain models in this
catalogue may be shown with optional Honda
Genuine Accessories. Please check with your
dealer for details.
Honda machines sold in your area are those
most suited to local conditions. Specifications,
appearance and availability may differ depending
on markets, and are subject to change without
notice. For details, please consult your nearest
Honda dealer.

Pearl Fiji Blue
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The specific details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered
for sale. Manufacturers reserve the right to vary specifications, including colours, with or
without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor
changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the
particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your dealer for details regarding the
specifications of any featured product. This publication shall not constitute - under any
circumstances whatsoever - an offer by the Company to any individual. All sales are made
by the Distributor or Dealer subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale
and Warranty provided by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained upon
request. This publicity material conforms to the UK-only Trade Descriptions Act (1968). While
efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several
months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either
changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular feature.
Customers are always advised to discuss specific details with the supplying Dealer, especially
if a selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised.

Honda (UK) - Motorcycles
470 London Road, Slough, Berkshire, SL3 8QY England
Honda Contact Centre - Telephone: 0845 200 8000
www.honda.co.uk

Please don’t bin me.
Pass me on to a
friend or recycle me.

The pulp in the manufacture of this paper is from renewable timber produced on a fully sustainable basis.
The paper used in this brochure is manufactured using ECF (Elemental Chlorine Free) pulp.

A division of Honda Motor Europe Ltd. No. 857969 Registered in England and Wales

